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Rules change food stamp eligibility
By I.lads Taphorn
New federal regulations will reduce the number of college students eligible for
food sumps, according to county food stamp officials

Drury estimated that about 200 of the 930 persons who applied for food stamps
in November were college students.
She estimated at least one-fourth of students presently on food stamps will no
longer be eligible

Food stamps are issued monthly, and recipients must come in periodically In
case their incomes status changes
The recipient pays a certain percentage of the price of the stamps that varies
with the amount of income they receive.

Students who are claimed on their parents' income tax return only will be
eligible if the parents are also eligible for the stamps, according to the new
regulations which went into effect Jan. 1.
Any individual whose net income is less than $194 a month, and is not a
dependent, is still eligible

"There is definitely an increase in the number of applicants.'1 Drury said "We
are booked up through March "
She attributed this to a large number of layoffs of Wood County residents
"Most of the unemployment checks are taking four to six weeks, so most
people coming in really do need them ifood stampsi." Drury added

Students can apply individually or as a household. If applying individually they
must state that they will separate their food from other members of the
household

Carol Drury. manager of the Wood County food stamp office, said although the
new laws have gone into effect, she is awaiting direct word from the Department
of Agriculture before implementing them in Wood County

She said her office is hiring more employes to help with the backlog of work
The office, which is a division of the Wood County Social Services Department, is
at 545 Pearl St
Applicants for food stamps must first make an appointment. Drury said

Under the new regulations, persons must be either U.S. citizens or hold an
immigrant visa to be eligible for food stamps Persons with temporary visas are
no longer eligible
Drury said the new rulings are expected to reduce the amount of food stamp
abuse
'Probably most off-campus students could get them before the new ruling. I
think most students who really need food stamps can still get them.'' Drury said

They must bring an application with them to the appointment, as well as
financial records such as paycheck stubs and major bill receipts.
Persons who are accepted are issued a food stamp identification card and an
Authorization to Purchase (ATP I card.
Both cards can be taken to authorized banks, where the stamps can be
purchased

"This is to ensure that only they are eating the food purchased with the
stamps." Drury said.
If students apply as a household, they must not have over $1,500 collectively in
their savings and checking account, she explained
Occasional checks are made on households to make sure recipients are
residents of Wood County, and to be sure they are separating their food if they are
the only food stamp recipient in the house
"There is no real control over what you can buy." Drury said. Items that
cannot be purchased are paper products, soaps, tobacco and alcoholic beverages.
Most food purchases are allowed.
"Food stamps are for low-income people and those out of work." Drury said.

Possible increase in fees
may aid new rec center
By Mark Dodosh
Staff Reporter
The possibility that the chancellor of
the Ohio Board of Regents lOBRI may
ask the state legislature for an
increase in the general fee could bring
the University a new recreation
building
According to Duane Rogers. OBR's
director of management information,
the need to raise the fee from its
present $50 per quarter level is "just a
matter of economics."
"The chancellor thinks we may not
be getting the monies we were looking
for
with
the
change
of
administrations."
said
Rebecca
Barefoot.
OBR's director of
communications
Barefoot said the change in
governors from John J Gilligan to
James A. Rhodes might mean less
money from the state budget allocated
for higher education.

"WE SHOULD know by March how
the new administration will handle this
situation." Rogers said
Though the chancellor has made no
formal proposal to the state legislature
for a general fee increase. Rogers said
it probably will be part of its 1975-76
appropriations bill voted on in June
Rogers said the chancellor is
considering raising the maximum level
of the general fee to (75 per quarter
The $50 limit, set by the state
legislature in 1969. "is somewhat
arbitrary." Rogers said.
"With inflation and other factors,
there's a big difference between 1969
and 1975 of how far $50 will go."
"Several institutions have asked to
have the $50 limit removed." explained
Rogers "but it would be up to each
board of trustees to set the limit for the
particular state institution."
UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT Hollis
A Moore Jr. said he "would expect
that we would raise it I the general

feel partially if not totally" if the
legislature approved the increase.
"I think any substantial jump would
provide for something we don't have
now. and that would be a new
recreation building."
Campus groups funded by the
present general fee could receive
increases in individual allocations
should the fee increase.
Elton Ringer, associate vice
president of resource planning, said
the projected 1(75-1(7$ general fee
budget is $2 43 million, or $25,000 leu
than the previous fiscal year.
But Ringer said the extra $25,000 in
1974-75 was a carryover from the prior
year's budget, so that the budgets art'
actually identical.
According to Dr Richard Kakin.
vice provost for student affairs aad
chairman of the Advisory Committee
on General Fee Allocations, the
allocation of general fee monies will be
based on the present $50 fee and not on
a possible increase.

University payroll office trying
to correct student wage error
ByMtrcUCwlk
Staff Reporter
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Crcwi were repairing pot holes en the corner of South College and Clough
streets yesterday. The crews work on the roads every four to six weeks during
bod weather attempting to keep up with the damage done during the winter
season. (Newsphote by Sob Harmeyer)

Help is on the way for students who
received the incorrect amount of
wages on their paychecks Friday.
According to Kurt K. Zimmerman,
director of student employment. Feb.
7. the Friday on which students receive
their next checks, is the target date for
making adjustments in wages.
If the adjustments are not made on
those paychecks, they will definitely be
made on the ones after that, he added.
"I want people paid as fast as we can
pay them." he said.

ZIMMERMAN SAID his office has
been aware of the problem since 8 am.
Friday and has been working to correct
it. along with the Payroll Office and
Computational Services.
"We've been working on it on a
continuous basis, trying to determine
the people involved and make the
necessary corrections to get people
paid." he said.
Hal Eckel, director of Computational
Services, said the wage errors were
caused when a program to apply a fivecent hourly rate increase to student
wages was not properly applied to a
number of records on file.

THAT RESULTED in 10 per cent of
the student employes not being
properly paid, he said, an error which
was discovered when students received
their paychecks.
'You could summarize it as an
improper application of the rale
adjustment by this department." he
said
Eckel said his department is working
closely with the Student Employment
Office to correct the errors, and is
reviewing its testing procedures to
reduce the possibility of the situation
happening again

SAB justice may face dismissal
By Dave Devis
Staff Reporter
Two letters published last week in
The News have caused a controversy
that may result in the dismissal of a
Student Arbitration Board i SAB I court
justice

Weather
Rail likely today ckaagiag to
saew flames and taraiag colder
hater. Highs today la the mid aad
■pair 4$*. Partly cleady aad
cotter toaigkt. Lews la the low
aad mid Its. Highs teeaerrew la
the mU Ma. Probability of
arecipi tatioa 7» per cent leaay aad
M per ceat toaigkt

Allan J. DeNiro. junior I Ed. I. faces
possible impeachment and dismissal
from his SAB post because a letter-tothe-editor he wrote was considered
racist by several Student Government ■
Association (SGAI members.

DENIRO WOULD then be tried
before Student Appeals Board. The
board's decision could be appealed to
University President Hollis A. Moore
Jr. Krebs said.

Chris J. Mehling. a student senator,
said he doubted that DeNiro could deal
fairly in court with black students
because of his opinions.

DeNiro's letter was in reply to a
letter written by Valencia C. Proa,
freshman (A&Sl. who expressed her
anger with criticism of black
cheerleaders at a basketball game.

Mehling proposed that DeNiro be
impeached and dismissed if he did not
voluntarily resign.
According to SAB Chief Justice Gene
K. Krebs. officers and senators must
agree by a two-thirds vote that DeNiro
has committed an impeachable
offense.

In the letter. Proa wrote: "If the
pride of six black women who organize
a group for cheering bothers you. may
I suggest that you watch out for my
pride, 'cause you ain't seen nothin'
yet!-"
Proa said later there was nothing
racist about her letter.

"I meant that I was proud to be black
and that there is nothing wrong with
blacks grouping together," she said.
DENIRO REPLIED to Proa's letter
with what he described as "a satirical
apology" for criticism of the
cheerleaders.
But in his letter DeNiro wrote that
Proa's letter "was so full of racist
bullshit that it gave me a good laugh to
read it. Your pride wasn't showing,
your lack of knowledge was."
DeNiro said his letter was not racist.
"It was meant as a satirical answer to
her letter." he said. "How it is read
by others is their prerogative."
MEHLING AND Denise A

Dartt.

another student senator, called
DeNiro's attention to several parts of
his letter which the two senators said
were not satirical but racist.
Both said later that Proa's letter
might also have been racist, but not to
the extent of DeNiro's.
"I question DeNiro's ability to judge
cases fairly." Dartt said
"The
credibility of SAB and SGA has been
hurt by his statements."
"I've heard it said that it was like
using a cannonball to knock down a
fly." Mehling said of DeNiro's letter
"It (Proa's letter) didn't warrant the
response it received."
Mehling said he also wondered if
DeNiro would use his court position for
revenge.
WILLIAM

C.

BYRD.

SGA

vice

president, said Sunday that he thought
the incident was a misunderstanding
and that Proa and DeNiro should get
together to discuss their differences.
Proa said she would welcome a
meeting because "a great many blacks
have been angered by his statements."
The trouble should be corrected before
anything happens, she added.
DeNiro agreed to meet but said. "I
have no regrets about what I wrote."
Both Mehling and Douglas G. Bugie,
SGA president, said DeNiro must take
action soon or impeachment
proceedings will be attempted.
DeNiro warned that he would fight
any attempt to impeach and dismiss
him from SAB. He also said he had
already recived support from some
campus organizations which he wort
not name.
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better than rationing

epiT8RiaLS
more aid is insane
By now it should be obvious to President Gerald K Ford and Congress
that the American people want no part of Vietnam
It also appears many South Vietnamese don't want U.S. military aid.
At last weekend's "Assembly to Save the Paris Peace Agreement" in
Washington, the editor of a Saigon newspaper said every newspaper in
South Vietnam is against President Nguyen Van Thieu and the continuing
U.S. military aid to his regime.
The U.S. presently pumps $700 million in military aid to Vietnam, and
Ford recently asked Congress to add another $300 million to that figure
To send $700 million in military aid to South Vietnam is stupid, but to
add $300 million to that figure would be sheer insanity
There is supposed to be peace in Vietnam, so why does the Thieu
government need all this military aid?
The United States was burned in Vietnam once before, and the memory
of that farce is still fresh in America's mind.
Congress must turn down the President's request lor more military aid
to South Vietnam, lest the US. once again get dragged into the same war
it could not win just a few short years ago.

Soviets needed
The Russians have been invited by Israel to join the Mideast peace
party
Israeli Premier Yitzhak Rabin said in a speech Monday night that the
Soviet Union must communicate with both his country and the Arabs in
order to play a meaningful role in the Middle Fast.
Rabin is right. The Russians have no chance of helping to negotiate a
stable peace in the Mideast unless they talk to both sides. And there is
little chance of a lasting peace in the Mideast unless the Russians do get
more involved in negotiations with Israel.
It wouldn't take much to touch off another Mideast war. especially
since the Arabs have the tremendous power of controlling much of the
world's oil supply
The United States and Russia must work together in order to cement a
lasting peace in the Mideast One can't do the job without the help of the
other

WASHINGTON-Applying the Ford
veto doctrine, we know he will reject
mandatory gasoline rationing because
he believes it won't work, not because
he can prevent Congress from enacting
it anyway
Before the President and the
Congress rush to judgment, however,
some things need to be understood
aboul the pros and cons of rationing
and the limited alternatives to it. After
all. it is America's rank and file that
will bear the brunt of whatever is
decided in Washington, not Mr Ford or
the lawmakers on Capitol Hill
Mr Ford's plan would raise fuel
taxes, thus boosting oil prices and. in
effect, forcing people to exercise
porketbook economy to cut back on
unnecessary travel
As one ol the oil company
commercials puts it. it every motorist
saved one half gallon each day. we
could achieve the goal of cutting oil
imports by a million barrels a day
High gasoline prices, the President
believes, would really force us to ask
ourselves "Is this trip necessary*1"
THE TAX money thus raised. Mr
Ford says, will be plowed back into the
economy in the form ol tax reliel to the
very poor and through government
incentives to encourage oil companies
lit bring in new lields and build more
relincncs
Some of Ihe tax dollars also would be
used to develop other energy resources-electricity, coal, nuclear,
solar and geothermal-to ease our
dependence on petroleum

emergency perceived by all citizens
There was a wilt to win the war and one
patriotic way to help was to drive less
J.F. terHorst

III

The gas rationing alternative being
pushed by Democratic congressional
leaders obviously has a certain
political appeal to lawmakers uneasy
about raising taxes The goal of
rationing is to ease the shortage by
spreading it around in such a way that
nobody would gel hurl
Is that
possible''

A 1974 Library of Congress study,
made at the request of Senator
Kdmund Muskie. shows that the
mandatory gas rationing during World
War II was a success Only about five
per cent of rationed gas was siphoned
off by counterfeit or stolen gas stamps
Gas consumption was cut by one-third
during the war years-a higher goal
than we face today.
The heart of the wartime system was
the allocation of gasoline on a need-todrive basis-meaning that those with
access to public transportation got less
gas while doctors, farmers, repairmen
and traveling salesmen got enough to
perform their duties
There are new lactors that should be
considered,
however,
belore
concluding that rationing is the least
painlul way to conserve fuel
WORLD WAR II was I national

Leners
"hot issue
Well. Gerald Ford has had his say in
his recent speech on the state of the
union
I rebut Gerald Ford by asking why he
doesn't stop the high (low ol money in
the economy which causes inflation''
Inllation was 15 7 per cent last vear.
tncidently
Then he skips over the "hot issue" of
communism Aren't the Heds still our
sworn enemies'' Yet. he feels somehow
peace is going to come about Sure,
that is a dream and a dangerous myth
upon which to govern our loreign
affairs like at the SALT agreements or
in Vietnam
The phony peace accord ol Jan . 1973
did not bring peace to Vietnam but was
a compromise with Communism thus
giving 80 per cent of South Vietnam to
the reds
I could go on and on but let's face it
Ford is an Kdsel Think, then call it a
conspiracy'
Douglas K Keith
4297 Main St
Perry, Ohio

stand up!
Three weeks ago. I attended the
Miami-BG basketball game and was
shocked to see students sitting during
the national anthem It just so
happened (hat these students were
black, but that makes no dilference
I don't care whether you're black,
white, an American-Indian, or a
Puerto Kuan Amenr;in When the
Star Spangled Banner is played, you
stand up!
We live in the greatest country on
Karth1 Sure we have our problems
inflation. Watergate, unemployment,
etc But if you think these problems
are too much, try living in some other
country Nobody is begging you to slay
in America
If you aren't proud enough to stand
up for our nadonal an(hem. then you
don't deserve to call yoursell an
American You don't deserve to live in
the greatest nation on this earth

Secondly, we had only about 27
million cars on the road during World
War II Today: there are 110 million
vehicles, and most of them require
more fuel per mile because of weight
and emission control devices
Then too. as Treasury Secretary
Simon has pointed out. America's
major alternative to motor vehicle
travel-the rail network-was much
more adequate in World War II than it
is now
Thirdly, even if rationing
redistributed the shortage of gasoline.
it will not raise the money needed to
increase
domestic
petroleum
production Rationing in fact would
require extra money for the
bureaucracy needed to administer it

FINALLY,
rationing
cannot
accomplish its purpose unless it is in
effect for a very long time Even the
Library of Congress study, while
generally laudatory of rationing,
concluded that the system didn't reach
peak performance until the last year of
the war
Weighing the odds against the
objectives of becoming sell-sufficient
in oil. it would be foolish to envision a
rationing system of less than live years
duration-and it might well lake eight
or less
Unless all of us are ready for that
kind of regulation, the Ford energy
plan sounds like a better choice for the
job. though admittedly less politically
popular than talking about rationing as
some sort of magic cure
Copyright,
197S.
Detroit
Nrws t imrrsal Press Syndicate

let's hear from you
The Bi; News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words typewritten We .i-k that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with lespect to the laWSOl libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the authors name address .mil
phone number, and piay be mailed to the Editor CO The BO News MM
University I'all

i

after a few thousand feet have tramped
on them'
The only difference between the
paths and the sidewalks is the
sidewalks were put there to walk on
and the paths aren't even supposed to
be there The dirt paths are also ugly,
whereas the sidewalks are nol
I'lease. stay oft the dirt paths It
really doesn't hurt to walk on them in
winter, since the ground is already
(ruzen. but during the sumimy or
whenever the ground is soil and the
grass is high extensive damage can be
done
I only have one more thing to say to
people who reluse to walk on the
sidewalks or stay oil the paths when
possible and that is. "Baa"

Gerry Smith
124 Itodgers

pitiful
Having read the letter printed in the
Jan 23 issue of The BG News by
Valencia Proa, and the reply in the
Jan 24 issue of The News by Allan
DeNiro. I would like to share some
thoughts of my own
First, both of them come off as quite
childish and immature It is actions
such as these that start reactions
Hopelully. both of these people are a
minority or whatever progress that
has been made in 20 years can crumble
down
To the original letter 1 would like to
say that every person in attendance
needs to be a cheerleader, but these
sisters have no more right to act as
representatives ol the team or the
University than the people sitting at
the lop of the arena
Another question that arises is
whether those sisters arc cheering for
the whole team or just its black
members II they do restrict their
cheering, would they condone the white
cheerleaders doing the same lor the
white players'' I would not How about
the entire crowd cheering along racial
lines"' Again no

I think we should cheer lor the
mm
i and not Ihe skin that wears it
I shall
Finally, when I think ol the energy
crisis, world starvation, war.
recession. Inflation and all the other
problems that Confront blacks and
whites, tins method ol building black
pride, when so manv worthy causes die
ot disinterest, seems |Mliful
Uoherl Kreinkamp
Wayne. Ohio

buy zebras
to blend colors
This campus needs zebras' That's
right, zebras Why' To prove that
black and while can blend together
Racial tension is Ihe latest craze on
campus F.verything on this campus
has been complained about, and now
we are complaining about the artions
of ourselves As if we didn't have
enough problems already, now we
must raise racial tension between the
different racial groups The tension is
being raised between the blacks and
whites
What surprises me is that everyone
is loi ceiling who the real minorities
are They are the Chicanos. American
Indians, and the Puerto Kicans Who is
fighting lor them"' Are they making as
much nolle?
There are alol ol problems on this
campus To divide up into groups hurts
our chances of solving anything that
the entire student body doesn't like
DID WF. ever solve the problem Of
dum duni bullets'' How aboul the high
cost of food and auto registration" Did
we ever find a solution to the problems
of electing our SBO officers without
anyone being able to take advantage of
the polls'' Did the students ol Bowling
Green, in recent years, get together
and solve anything"

So. what course ol action do we take'1
We use the radio tWFALl and The BG
News as an initial battleground Using
these two forms of media, we claim
whal we feel are disadvantages we
have against other racial groups
From here tension grows, and then
Ihere will be another battleground
somewhere else If you think that can't
happen, explain the riots a lew years
back in Detroit and Cleveland. Why is
there so much trouble in Boston''
Why do these events have to happen'.'
What does it solve?
I don't know why we couldn't have
been born painted like a rainbow, or
like a zebra But since we weren't, let's
get together and solve something
together'
Some people have a good right to be
prejudiced Prejudice is something
that will always be around But let's
not become apostles of these people
Let's listen to people who aren't
making so much noise Did you ever
think of walking around on campus and
saying "Hi" to people, or at least be
able to look your fellow students in the
eye and smile?
If this doesn't work. I>r Mooreplease use my general fee to buy some
zebras We need them quickly!
Timothy Marinelli
320 Bromfield

thanks
for lick's party
1 would like to take some time now to
thank all the people involved m the
organization,
planning, and
preparation of the Lick's Party last
Saturday night. Jan 25 In retrospect,
those who attended seemed to be
enjoying themselves and I'm glad they
did Thank you for attending'
I would like to give a special word of
thanks to my roommates-Bruce. Dave
and Jay Their time and effort involved
in this cannot be measured leven

Ben Hellming
331 Anderson

don't make
dirt paths
One stray sheep has gotten it into his
head to boycott the sidewalks He is
advocating that the rest of the flock
follow him in the further desecration of
the Bowling Green Campus His
reasoning is quiet simple he says the
concrete hurts his hoofs
I'll admit the sidewalks are hard and
the grass is soft (in the summer I. but I
don't think anyone's feet have fallen
off yet If the sidewalks are wearing
your hoofs to the quick maybe you
should buy new shoes.
Seriously, think how long you've
been walking, ever since you were six
months old Have you worn out your
feet yet? And ask yourself, don't those
dirt paths get just as hard as sidewalks

Do we have such a national will
today? I do not think so. We could
expect a lot of cheating to occur under
gas rationing

So gas taxes may very well have to
rise anyway, along with rationing.
something those who advocate
rationing do not like to talk about

•Of COURSE I BROUGHT THEM WITH MI—HOW DO YOU THINK I OOT IN HERE?'

though they would like to bill1 me for
it) Their personal help and cohfidence
created a feeling at dur home that
drew all of us a little closer together
Thanks guys'
Those people associated with the exDarrow Licks also contributed a great
deal of time and personal involvement
towards the success of the party
Their participation in ticket sales,
food preparation and setting up and
cleaning up was of utmost Importance
I appreciate all of your motivation,
enthusiasm, and confidence A special
word of thanks goes to Andy and Brian
and your salad makers Thanks Licks
Personal thanks are in order to all
other friends who participated, the list
is unending but special thanks to all of
those who helped, especially Rick and
Greg Thanks to tlw .ex-llul»-in the
Wall gang Woody, your, music could
settle the restless, thank you
Also, thanks to those associated with
the group. Slar. especially thai
beautiful Pisces
Their styldl is
definitely new to this area Good luck'
Let's have some fcedbaiVftn the
group did you like .them" WoBid they
be good material for a Iqcal bar"
Thanks to Chuck and* "-Mark for
speaking on behalf of the OMC-it's
appreciated'
Well I hope I didn't forget any group
or individual, and if I did. I regret the
oversight Thanks to everyone for your
assistance it was a great experience1
PeteJ Schmitz
Coordinator. Lick's party

don't judge
by color
An open letter to Valencia Proa:
Pride is a healthy thing to have, but
your pride sounds more like defensive
paranoia
Yes. Valencia, there are some jerks
who will not see your inner beauty for
the color of your skin: but no.
Valencia, not all lighter skinned people
are that bad il say lighter skinned
because in reality there is no such
thing as a white-skinned person, just as
there are really very few black-skinned
people l
I am "white ". but c'mon Valencia,
give me a chance Please don't
attribute other people s faults to my
character simply because my skin
color is similar to theirs
I am an individual, as are all people.
and wish to be judged accordingly You
insult people when vou prejudge them
like that
You mentioned black pride.
Valencia: I. too. have black pride,
because I can also see and appreciate
the immense beauty, intelligence and
cultural uniqueness ot "black" people.
But raff black pride is only one part
*of my overall pride in all humans,
whatever nationality they are.
You see. Valencia, by limiting
yourself to only black pride, you
narrow your view to only one section of
the human race and therefore overlook
the greatness found in all kinds of
people

And if you keep doing this Valencia,
you will be missing an awtul lot ol
learning, loving and full living
Cindv Millen
424 North Hall

black-phobia
1 believe there was a typographical
error in title of Allan .1 DeNiro's letter
Friday II should have been entitled
"a white racist's reply to a letter
Allan mentioned. ", that people are
afraid to assert themselves because
groups of blacks have blocked a
doorway, or congregated in the dining
halls or spontaneously processed down
and completely blocked a sidewalk "
"So please don't insult my intelligence
by writing threatening letters to this
newspaper " "Black as you proclaim
to be-I can see right through you "
i This implies that he is an omniscient
being. I
set the black cause back at
least five years'" tjust what exactly is
"the black cause '"i "Not every white
MAN fears the monumental i" I black
movement..."
Allan, it seems to me that you are
showing signs of paranoia
The
definition of a paranoid personality is:
an individual who is suspicious of
others, hypersensitive to slights,
egocentric, hostile and very selfrighteous Do you feel that there is a
conspiracy by the black race to
overthrow the white race, and you and
Gov. George Wallace are the only ones
who know about it" If so. I suggest thai
you see a psychologist!
Sisters and brothers 1 ask that you
might overlook some of the racial
tension that this sick person and others
like him may have caused He is
merely suffering from Black-phobia
Lionel 1-: Randell
140 Anderson
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Charities Board
to sponsor benefit
karate tournament
By Margaret Stagey
The sport which combines the roughness of combat with
the grace of gymnastics will be featured at noon Sunday at
Anderson Arena as the Charity Karate Tournament gets
underway
Amateur competition highlighted by black belt
demonstrations will be presented for those with a curiosity
or devotion for this growing, fast-paced sport.
Participants from the University include 60 students
from the American Karate System (AKSI and members
from campus karate clubs. Sixty karate schools have been
invited to participate
The events, sanctioned by the American Athletic Union
of the United States (AAU) and tbe American Karate
Association lAKA). are open to schools and individuals
registered with the AAU
REGISTRATION for participants begins at 11 am. in
Anderson Arena followed by the start of single elimination
competition at noon

The competition will be divided according to belt ranks
ranging from white belts (lowest) to black belts (highest i
There will be separate women's and junior competition
Seventy awards, donated by private sponsors, will be
awarded in the three areas of competition, including the
"kata." which is similar to a gymnastics routine
"sparring.'' which resembles boxing, and the use of
oriental weapons Including tbe bo. sai and nunchakas.
Charities Board, in conjunction with the Office of
Continuing Education, is sponsoring the tournament and
all proceeds will be donated to various charities The
tournament marks the first AKS charity karate event
Admission is 8 for adults and fl for students with an ID
ROBERT Nicholson, instructor in the University's AKS.
which is directed through tbe Office of Continuing
Education, is the director of the tournament Nicholson
holds a second degree black belt with the AKS and the
AKA
A well-known national competitor, Ernest Lieb. will act
as chief referee. He is the founder of the AKA and the AKS
and is the first national chairman of the AAU karate
division He was named the Black Belt Man of the Year in
1973.
Tbe AAU accepted karate as an official AAU sport only
two years ago. making it eligible for Olympic competition
in 1976
Sunday's tournament serves as a prelude to the state
tournament, also to be held at the University in May
Nicholson, the state AKA chairman, also will coordinate
the state tourney.

AAultivariate research use
i
aids speech department
The University's speech
department may be one of
the top in the country in the
teaching
of
multivariate
analysis, according to Dr
Raymond K. Tucker, professor of speech
Multivariate data analysis, the method of using
more than one measuring
instrument, is used to study
a person's overall behavior
Dr Tucker said
Many
times.''
Dr.
Tucker said, "a single measurement is really inadequate to understand how
people behave toward some
experimental situation, so
multiple measurement or
multivariate data analysis is
needed "

UT to offer overseas job interviews
The University ol Toledo
il'Ti has initiated a placement program for students
interested
in
overseas
employment The service is
open to Bowling Ureen students
Several schools will be
interviewing on the University
of
Toledo
campus
during February

Feb
17.
Cochabamba
Cooperative School. Cochabamba. Bolivia, will interview
elementary
school
teachers, and high school
teachers in the areas of
math, science and English
Feb 24. New South Wales.
Australia will be interviewing students at I'T Positions
are not open in the areas of
social science, foreign lang-

uage, business and agriculture
And on Feb. 26. American
International
School
of
Kabul and Lashkar Uah.
Kabul. Afghanistan will be
interviewing
for
experienced elementary school
teachers.
7-t
grade
math science teachers, a K12 guidance counselor and K12 art teacher

Ford rejects tariff delay
WASHINGTON
(APlHouse Democratic leaders
admitted
yesterday
they
cannot act in time to prevent
President Fords proposed
oil import tariff from taking
effect on Saturday
Ford,
meanwhile,
rejected a new appeal from
the Democrats for a 90-day
delay in the imposition of the
oil tariff, which would begin
pushing gasoline and heating
oil prices upward within a
matter of weeks
•THE PRESIDENT has
decided he will not go for a
90-day delay." his press
spokesman. Ron Nessen.

told newsmen following a
meeting with congressional
leaders of both parties at the
White House
But Rep Al IUni.ni ID
Orel,
chairman of the
House Ways and Means
Committee, said he told the
[•resident that if he doesn't
compromise on the tariff,
there would be a direct confrontation between him and
the Congress that "could
have serious adverse reaction
throughout
the
country.''
UNDER FORD'S plan, a
tariff of ll-a-barrel will be
imposed on all oil being

BUSINESS GRADS

MEN! - WOMEN!

Viare your talents thru Peace Coins
or VISIA Sign up now loi interviews

JOBS ON SHIPS' No eipenence re
quired Eicellent pay Worldwide
travel Perfect summer |Ob or career
Send t3 00 for inlormation SEAf AX
Depl P15 P0 Boi 2049. Port
Angeles Washington 98362

Placement Office
360 Student Services 8I0J
January 28 30

ABORTION
STARTING RATE '125.00
1-24 week pregnancy terminated
By Licensed Gynecologist
CLOSE TO YOUR AREA
FINEST FACILITIES AND
MODERN TECHNICS
CALL COLLECT 1-216-631-1557

24 HOUR SERVICE

GRAND OPENING
FEB. 3

imported into this country
beginning
Feb
1.
the
amount would rise to $2 on
March 1. and $3 on April 1
Each II
of tariff is
expected to increase the
cost of gasoline, heating oil
and other petroleum products by at least one cent a
gallon

ADDITIONAL vacancies
are available in Karachi.
Pakistan at the Karachi
Am. i ican School for high
school math, science. English journalism and French
teachers and elementary
school teachers
Students interested in the
Karachi positions should
contact Herman J Penland.
superintendent.
Karachi
American School, Department of State. Karachi.
Washington. D C 20521
Penland
will
also
be
interviewing
in
Pontiac.
Michigan on Feb 12 and 13
The International School
of Luska l.usk.i Zambia is
looking for a library media
specialist, an elementary
special education teacher,
and
a
secondary
math
teacher,
and
elementary
school teachers

Students should contact
Everett
E.
McGlothlin.
superintendent.
International School of Luska. P.O.
Box 121. Luska. Zambia
THE AMERICAN School
at Tehran. Iran is also interviewing Interested students
should contact Mr Glenn
Fosnot. asst
superintendent.
American School.
A PO New York 09205
The American School at
Tehran, and the International School of Luska will
interview at Toledo if
enough students are interested
Students should contact
Clyde Kunkel. University of
Toledo, at 537-2008 lor addi
tional information concerning overseas employment or
to schedule an interview
appointment

Need Help With Your Resume?? weii ten you what data you
need, and write a profesional and comprehensive resume for you, for
a small fee. Send you name and phone no. through campus mail to:
Women in Communications c/o 805 Administration Bldg. and we'll
contact you.

Have A Fling With —

"DIE FLEDERMAUS"

newsnotes
Public payrolls
COLUMBUS I API-One of every seven
Ohio workers is on a public payroll and
earning more money on the average than
those in the private sector, an independent
study group says
The Ohio I'uliln Expenditure Council, a
iuinp.irtis.in organization that operates on
private contributions, suggested in its
latest bulletin that payrolls have grown so
large they may have a major effect on the
ability of
federal,
state
and local
governments
to
provide
government
services.
"Salaries and wages constitute, 'by '<»rthe largest cost of operating government."
the council said in its bulleting circulated
among public officials, employers, the
news media and other interested groups
The increase in public payrolls in recent

years has been of major proportions The
council said full-time equivalent employes
of Ohio's state and local governments
increased from 307.313 in October 1963 to
442,623 in October IS73.
an increase of
135.310 or 370 full-tune equivalent employes
per day "

Sex revolution
NEW YORK i Al'i The sexual revolution
is cooling down as some of the avant-garde
find that sexual variety without affection
leads
to "frustration,
tension and
jealousy." a panel ol researchers Hid
yesterday
"The movement ol American society
toward reducing sex to animal-like conduct
between people is about to end." said I'rof
Amit.ii Etziom. a Columbia I'niversitv
sociologist
He said the pendulum is
swinging back "to a new synthesis, a newmiddle."

* SUN. - DOG & SUDS NIGHT
*
JMON. - T-SHIRT HAPPY HOURS?
J TUES. - HAPPY HOURS, 8-10:30 5
* WED. - FREE POPCORN
*
*
| FRI. - HAPPY HOURS 4-6
*
* SAT. - BLOODY MARY DAY 2-6 *
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

T-Shirts On Sale

MAIN AUDITORIUM
ADMISSION $2.50 - ALL SEATS
115 COURT ST.

AVAILABLE 109 JOHNSTON HALL - OR AT DOOR

FIRST COME — FIRST SERVED

*
*

lfAAAAA>t)V)t)V)V)V^>tit)V)V*»t*>V*»VjVjV)'

NONE RESERVED '
* IF PURCHASED BY FEB. 3, BLOCKS AVAILABLE TO BGSU STUDENTS

LASALLE^S

TONIGHT - 5-9 P.M.
JANUARY SALE & CLEARANCE

with fresh garlic bread

QQt

110 West Poe Road
PH. 352-7705

This Week Only
SAVE 25%-35%
JUNIOR MISSY
WINTER

PANT COATS

sorry, no delivery

INDIVIDUAL DESIGN HAIR CUTTING STUDIOS

For The Entire Family

• PERMANENT WAVING
• CORRECTIVE COLORING
• HAIR RECONDITIONING

getting themselves knowledgeable in this research
methodology "
Dr Tucker started the
multivariate
research
program at the I'niversitv in
1970 after he attended |
seminar dealing with the
program at Prmcelon Inl
versitv
In the past seven vcars
Dr Tucker has worked with
15 doctoral candidates who
conducted
multivariale
research studies lor their
dissertations
"We are reallv exerting a
great influence on research
in the field ol
speech
communication by the facl
that
Howling
(Jreen
is
sending nut these multivariate researchers he added

TUES. FEB. 11 - STUDENT NIGHT - 8 P.M.

Inc.

Complete CHEMICAL SERVICE

DR. TUCKER said the
results of the mulUvariate
analysis lead to a better
interpretation and a more
comprehensive study of the
person.
He said the results also
can be used for job recommendations,
determining
how the individual will act in
certain situations, and howhe would answer questions
in a public opinion poll
"Almost all
research
taught in American universities."' Dr Tucker said, "is
univariate
research-one
measuring instrument

"I doubt that any speech
department in the country
has
the
instructional
program
in mulUvariate
research methods as does
Bowling Oreen." he added
A student who knows
something about multivariate research can increase
his marketability following
graduation. Dr Tucker said
"THE JOB market is good
in the area of human
communications, especially
for the people who have had
the advanced courses in
research, such as multivariate research procedures."
he explained
"So what they (students i
are really doing." he said,
"is
making
themselves
much more employable by

NO COVER

SPAGHETTI

^CRIMPING

The instruments used in
an analysis include attitude
tests, intelligence quotient
tests and opinion studies

orig. $3tV47

MGUATS

1004 S. Main, B.G.

Ph. 352-7571

$

$

NOW 19- 29

over 100 coats to choose from
assorted styles and colors
HURRY NOW FOR BEST SELECTIONS!
139 SOUTH MAIN

a*,. 4/Th. BG N.wi, VV.dn.Klay, January 3*. 1975

Whirr Thrifty Shopping it H I'lrasurr'

Great Scot,
FtflNDlV FOOD STORF.S

Sign-up for interviews

NO GIMMICKS!
JUST EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
AND 7 DAY BONUS BUYS ...
AND THEY'RE GUARANTEED!

Sign-up for job interviews
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CAMPUS CALENDAR

The Russian Club will meet in the Taft Room of the Union tonight it
6 Slides will be shown of the Soviet Union by students Free t open
to the public Refreshments
The Rodgers Programming Boird will meet in the Main Lounge of
Rodgers it 7 30 tonight Rip session with campus safety director,
pile Shaffer
The Computational Services will bold a seminar on computer
efficiency today at t In It in 226 ol the Mith-Scieice Bldg
Freddie's Flock will meet tonight it I in the East Hall on the 2nd
floor of Memorial Hall Sites of meetings may change Will notify
you of exact dates 4 places.
There will be a Physical Activity (enter for Everyone Club meeung
tonight in Ihe Tall Room o( the Union il ( Members should ittend
The BGSU Ski Club will meet tonight ill 30 in Rm 220 of the Math
Sc Bldg Should we hive more one day ski trips?
There will be a meeting for ill Pice members today. Wed . Jan 29.
1*75 in the Pace Room of Hayes Hall at i p.m We will not meet la
the Tilt Room. Union For further information contact Dr Krali or
Ann Brown
The Psych Department Colloquim will meet today at 4 ia Rm. 112
of the Life-Sciences Bldg Prof. James Greeno. Univ of Mich, will
speak on "Cognitive Models is Instructional Objectives."

LOST
Wallet
Lachman 352-55M

Phone 353-leM. altar I p.m.
Rewird

HELP WANTED
TF's GRADS PROF'S EARN
$3000 or more & FREE 5-4
WEEKS
IN
EUROPE.
AFRICA.
ASIA
Nationwide
educational organisation needs
qualified leaders for H.S. and
college groups
Send name,
address, phone, school, resume,
leadership
experience
to.
Center for Foreign Study. P.O.
Box 60S Ann Arbor. Ml 44107

SERVICES OaTMED
The Mad Artists' Colony is alive
and well at the corner of S
Prospect ind Byill. 10 a.m. to I
p.m. MS Stop in and look
around
Need help in History'* Tutoring
available 353-4279
Need PHOTOGRAPHS' portraits, passports, ippliciliou.
senior specials WE1SSBROD
Studio 123 W. Wooiter 354 9041

TYPING DONE 3M-4M4.
Taeaeitypiag 352-724».

Typing done
STORE YOUR BICYCLE THIS
WINTER
Gaaraateed safety
for your bike with
inside
storage Only fit BBaR 31a N.
Main
Ftp.rt.arid typist, eatesrtarhiiia. tarm paper*.

a>u day •< »wi»n

PERSONALS

Wednesdiy. January Z». Uli

LOST AND FOUND

M

The SUNDAY EDITION OF
THE NY TIMES is iviiUble
at Sun B's 107 Slate St. 11 a.m.
toipm Sunday

WANTED
Apartment to sublet spring
quarter '73. Need one female
Call 334*234

Female rmmt needed immed
for win spring airs Free real
until Feb 15 352 590S or 37208*4
One male roommate spring
quarter
University
Courts
Apis Call 3tt4773 44 p.m.
2 male roommate* to share apt
Close to campus Ho/mo. Call
352-4814
M to share apt Call Dave 352
7S36 or Dick 354-4474 after S
Composer aasds lyricist for
50 50 partaarskip - male or
female. Send simples to PO.
Box M. Grand Rapids. Ohio
43522.
M. roommate to share 3 bdrm
house tlM/mo.. John. 352-01*9
liter 8 p.m
One female roommate seeded.
CVmo. Utilities 3324311 after
I
1 f. roommate immediately
170/mo Near campus. 354-8334.
Female snbleise apartment
spring ITS .'mo 332-3486.

Vilcntine flowers from ALD
Order now for your sweetie'
List chance today...
Buy now for Valentine's Day
Store wide reductions 10-i0'
Vatan's IWN. Main
Under
new
management
Eume's Bar isoon to be Al Gi
Bones. I
Happy
hour
every
night
Hot dogs 2bc
Draft
night 7-» Mon. thru Sat aW S
Main. Bowling Green. Come out
& smell the difference
Authentic
American
Jewelry 334-7443

Indian

BOARD EXAM TUTORING
Stanley Kaplan tutoring courses
for May 1*75 MCAT Exam
Classes held in Cleveland. For
info call 313-334-00(5 or write
21711 W 10 Mile Road South
field. Mich 48073
Abortion Information - Finest
Medical care available at the
lowest cost Immediate appoint
menls Toll free 1480438-3710
Abortion Information Service
Starting rate 1123 Clinic very
close to area. 1-24 week pregnancy terminated by licensed
certified gynecologist Modern
techniques ind finest ficilities
Immediate arrangements will
be made with no hassle Call
collect. 24 hour service 1-214431-1537.

BEE GEE HEALTH SPA SEZ
Bring your ID AND
We'll make you an offer
You can't refuse
It's even better for those
Of you with 4D passes
7th a High Sts 334-7271
Pledges: The Surprise breakfast was the most, so was the
bacon and freach toast1 Thanx'
The A DPI Sister*.
At list America solves the
problem
of
new
jeans!
INSTANT
AGEING,
the
"denim fader" is here Softens
and
fades den.m
without
damaging the material. Create
your owa designs and get the
lived in look Oar/ $5 00 for a
full quart with spray applicator
Order by mail now from:
DALLAS HOUSE OF GIFTS.
831 Jefferson Dr . B.C. Ohio
43402. Sauslaction guaranteed
Allow 2 weeks for delivery
NIXON-AGNEW IMS a 1972
originil
campaign
battens
Collectors' Items, increasing in
value every day. LIMITED
SUPPLY! Order aoa. wa can't

guarantee how long they will
last Only (2 95 per sel. plus 35c
postage and handling Available
bv mail only Irom DALLAS
MOUSE
Or
GIFTS.
831
Jefferson Dr . BG. Ohio «Mtrj
FOR SACK.
1973 VW
automatic
radio
snows, excellent condition, best
offer 352-7443
Creative
speakers
list
at
8240 pr asking 3110 Will deal
Linda: 352 6334
46 Valiant. 6 cyl. auto
MFQ alter 6. 354 5724

clean 18

Yashica range tinder CBJSMra
234 Kohl Hall 372 4340
Mclntosh 2305. C 28 Call Jor at
352-5811 Irom 9 5. or 3520773
from 4-10
1*72 AUDI lOOLs white with led
interiot air stereo. 4 spd 20-24
MPG 3300 or best offer Doug
372 4*34^
1973 Vega Excellent cond Good
commuter car 21-25 MPG Best
oiler 352-4043
Girls 26 in bike
after7;30p m

Call 1S2 7IW8

I9?:i Capri. 4 cvl 4 spd tiHUs)
extras. Excellent condition :I52

SMs
1972 TR*. excellent condition
am-fm. two tops, low miles.
good mileage evenings
352-

4m

Panasonic 8 track tape pi ire)
1973 model Best offer, liter 3
p.m call Terry 352-09S4

FOR RENT
1
bedroom
apartment
al
campus Couple Available ■• 15
15 mo lease SIM mo 352-9302
or35Z-7345 evenings
We have many apartments and
houses for rent for summer aad
fill Call Newkwe Realty SS3
7381
Apt avail Feb. I Call 3524)3*3
Preferred Property Rentals.
Houses and Apartments. 352
SCT
Cherry Hill Village leasing
Club house with indoor bested
pool Office hours 8-3 M-F. 8S3
Napoleon Rd Suite 5 33242a.
Rooms near campus. Fill &
summer rentils
Phone 332TJ8S
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Luckett leads Bobcats

Tough assignment for Cooper
By Dick Ren
AititUU Sporlt Editor
Forget the past, just think
of the future
That is a tall order-on
both
counts-tor
Falcon
guard Steve Cooper, who
will have the task of guard-

i MAC i leading scorer with a
25 2 average, headlines an
or team that is 8-7 overall
and 3-3 in league play
In his last four contests.
"The Bucket'' has averaged
28 7 points per game During
that time, the Bobcats upset
Miami and Central Michigan
and lost to Western Michigan and Eastern Michigan
The chore of putting the
clamps on the 6-4 Luckett
has fallen to Cooper, who
was roundly booed by BG
patrons for a poor shooting
performance last weekend
against Cincinnati
The fans' criticism has
done nothing to help the
situation.' BG head coach
Pat Haley said "I'm disap
pointed in them ifansi
Their booing takes away all
of Steve s confidence."

ing Ohio University's Walter
Luckett tonight when the
Bobcats take on Bowling
Green's hoop squad in an 8
p.m
starter at Anderson
Arena
LUCKETT.
THE
MidAmerican
Conference's

MAC standings
Last Weekend's Results
Cincinnati 83. BOWLING GREEN 7»
Western Michigan 77. Kent State "U
Ohio I'niversity 75. Central Michigan 68
Toledo 73. Miami 62
Toaighl's Action
Ohio I'niversity at BOWLING GREEN. 8 p.m
Toledo at Kent State. 7 30 p m
Eastern Michigan at Central Michigan. 7 30 p m
Dayton at Miami. 7 30 p.m

MAC

TEAM
BOWLING GREEN

14

Miami
Toledo

4-2
4-2

Western Michigan

M

Central Michigan
Ohio I'niversity
Eastern Michigan
Kent State

3-3
3-3
2-4
0-6

"SHOOTING-WISE. I've
been really bad lately."
Cooper said yesterday, "but
1 think I have been playing
pretty good defense A lot of
people don't realize that de
fensc is a part of the game.
too "
Cooper Hid he thinks he
can do a fairly good job ol
defensing l.uckelt
It kind of boosts m> confidence a little since I'm
going to be starting 1 feel
mv defense is the strongest

OVERALI
M
124
»-6
10-6
10-4
87
97
2 12

Women cagers triumph
By l.eiiri Leach
Sufi Writer
The Falcon cagers continued their rout ol other Ohio
teams as they annihilated
Kent Slate 77-39 last weekend
"We did not play well We
are sloughing off and not
getting into the game soon
enough, said Falcon coach
Sue Hager
Kent was not
giving us the competition we
needed though '
The FalceM slink-4u eer
cent from the field and 35
per cent from the free throw
line Linda Hardy paced the
BG women with 12 points
Also
scoring
in
double
figures were Sue Chorman
and Cathv Copeland who
scored 10 markers apiece
Every member of the varsitv squad scored
■WERE GETTING more
than our share of shots, but
we're not taking time to
make them because we're
tooeager.' said Hager "We
have to show more leadership on the court and gel the
ball out and down the court
lor the fast break
The junior varsity also
defeated Kent. 57-31 Gail
Billet was high scorer with
12 points and the rest of the
scoring was evenly distributed
BG has two home games
this weekend as they meet
Cedarville at 6 30 p.m
Kr ul.i\ and Miami at 1 30

p m Saturdav afternoon in
Memorial Hall
Injuries sustained in the
Kent
game by v,irsit\
member Carl.i Schneider
and junior varsity center
Pal Walter may have an
effect on how BG plays this
weekend Hager said

"WE'RE GOING I" have

Banana
Split*

Sale 79*

Save 21' On
a Large Banana Split
.V

:

TEACHERS
(•el to the rear- || eauvatiun ptob
terns at home o< oversea* thru VISTA
o* Peace Corps S-gn up no* 'or inter
views
Placement Office
360 Student Serves* Bldf.
January 2* 30

NURSES
Your knowledge is needed for
improved health care in the
U S and 69 developing nations thru VISTA or the Peace
Corps Sign up now for inter
views
Placement Office
360 Student Services Bldg
January 28-30

Peace Corps
and VISTA
Announce new volunteer assignments in
U.S. and 69 developing nations. Spring
training cycle runs
April, May and June,
but you MUST apply
now to qualify.
Recruiters on campus:
Placement Office
I
U. Nail Jan. 28-30

to work on hall handling
skills and loul shooting, or
wc
r.iav
find ourselves
facing -i loss.* s.ml Hager
Hager also said that she
would probably stick with a
zone defense for the week
end tames
We'll just have to work
the ball and set a pace for
ourtelvei I" win she said

lb nit DAIHY QUEENV EMMM (MIMIM
• Y ...-...-■> i ■
;
'-■ ■
| I ,:. , ,
^^^^^
ind Amtnn'i bvoiito In
lopped with
_^^|
H^^
whipped Cft4m ond chocoUw, ■tr.iwb»iiy
rreappw Pure creliqhl TIMI ih*
l <nq (luring llm 'peui.il 00*1
.
|
i HIS ovei (MJ upht'

Dairij

Queen

EVENINGS
AT

7:00 & 10:00

Open Mon.-Sat. 'til midnight
Sun.'til 11:30

part of my game right now."
Cooper explained. "But. I
have not been thinking offensive-minded lately."
The 6-1 junior is averaging
7 5 points per contest He is
hitting only 33 per cent of his
floor shots to date
"I'm just going to be playing my game against Oil."
he said "If the shot is there.
I'm going to take it "
WITH DEFENSE obviously the key in tonight's
contest. Haley will open
with Andre Richardson at
center
"We're starting him for
rebounding and help defensively." Haley said
Although
Luckett
is
regarded as the MAC s best
offensive
performer,
the
Falcons have a scorer of
their own in 6-0 guard Jeff
Montgomery,
who ranks
third among loop scorers
with an 18 1 average
"Monk" has averaged 22 2
points in BG'l last four outings, and should pose a
threat to Ol's defense with
his deadly outside shooting
and dangerous drives
Cornelius Cash and Skip
Howard will open at forward

for the Falcons Cash is
coming olf a 21-point. Itrebound
performance
against Cincinnati Howard,
who was bothered by a
shoulder injury last week,
said he feels "100 per cent"
for tonight's game
Tonight's junior varsity
contest will match
the
Falcon JV's (6-11 against
the Toledo All-Stars Tip-off
is slated for 5:45 p.m

Tickets
A total of 1000 general
admission
tickets
for
tonight's basketball game
with Ohio University were
still available as of 9 a m
today
Tickets will be sold or exchanged today at the Memorial
Hall
ticket office.
Tickets not claimed or sold
will go on sale at the gate
tonight. Fifty tickets are
still available for the Hi;
Toledo basketball game at
Toledo Saturday
A hockey ID exchange will
continue in the Memorial
Hall ticket office for this
weekend's
home
hockey
series with York I'niversity

4 -ALLSEATS- $1
NOW PLAYING
a'a'LHQ'a
EVENINGS AT

W2VCTDISNEY MOvi*

The world's
tallest building
j , is on tire.
1 * ]
You are there
' * ajf
I
on the
135th floor...
YZno way down...
■
no way out.
PAUL

<,

hoop ho

Steve Cooper (white jersey) in the starting lineup, obviously
lor defensive purposes. (Newsphoto by Dan Feicht)

Preminum Fresh Seafood Restaurant

MOW STAFFING
Waiters, Waitresses, Broiler Cooks, and Lounge
help needed. A great way for an added income. Good pay and pleasant working conditions.

bvMCNAVISrAOIItlMeUnQNCO "**

(G|

:

JandL
WAIT Dts*Kv WINNIE the POOH ind TICCER TOO
TECHNICOLOR'

President • Mark Sassier
Vice President • Dale Grabfelder
Secretary - Joel Wilson
Treasurer - Dave Horvath
Asst. Treasurer - Rich Barille
Social Chairman - Dan McBride
Pledge Trainer • Steve Reeves
Public Relations • Dave Kimpel
IFC Representative - Art Komorowski
Athletic Chairman ■ Sam DiSalvo
Communications Officer - Joe Campo
Chaplain • Bob Fioritto
Librarian - Pete Jack
Historian • Tony Giamello
Mothers Club - Nick Di Donato
Guards - Bill Bryant and
Don Negrelli
AND THANKS TO OUR PAST
OFFICERS FOR A JOB WELL DONE

EVENINGS

AT
7:15 & 9:30

NOW! 1st WEEK OF A 4 WEEK RUN
H

SOMETMNG HIT US...hSe crew is deod...
he|

p •»•"

&

Mon. thru Frl. 10 a.m. to6 p.m
SW corner Monroe Street at

^

_ THE BROTHERS OF THETA CHI
WISH TO CONGRATULATE THEIR
NEW OFFICERS:

hatpin, ajMMtfiMM

■

SKIPJACK 82

TECHNICOLOR -

NOW! 1st WEEK OF A 4 WEEK RUN

~* tfh

^

Jusf up Route 23. Sylvania. Ohio
Apply in Person

CINEMA I© CINEMA D
f

°**,oni9h*'BG nead coo,h fatHa,,v wi" h°v*■uni°'

Wilh Ohio University and Walter Luckett invading the local

ftefense

Route 23 - 419-882-3040

See The World Spring Qtr.

International Studies Cluster
a new program designed to offer insights to the political,
cultural, and economic interaction of nations.
a one quarter experience meeting 12-16 hours of social
science group requirements.
no pre-requisites required

■

INFORMATION SESSON: Wed., Jan. 29, 7 p.m.
Wayne Room - Union

or call 2-0202 for further information

"What Are You Doing For Dinner"
if you're tired of the same old
tasteless Dorm food, try our new
supper special. DOMINO'S is
offering 3 free cokes with a large
pizza, or 1 qt. with a small pizza.

V-

Give Us A Ring Between
The Hours of 4:30 & 7:30

STEVE NEWMAN
MCQUEEN I
/ » WHXIAM
HOtMN

FAYE
DUNAWAY
An an NEW Mm

KrWERING

INFERNO

at 352-5221

inmpred by the
novel. "AIRPORT"
by Arthur Hariey

. IMTOSAl "CTl** noHctxcm

ADMISSION FOR BOTH PICTURES - ALL PERFORMANCES - ADULTS $2.50
CHILD S1.25 - NO PASSES - NO STUDENT NIGHT - NO BARGAIN MATINEES

B

5

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
.

Welfle changes strategy
for rematch with champ
By Jury Matck
Anliu.t Soorts Editor
■ Don't be surprised il Pat Welfle has the weekend of Feb
18 circled on his calendar with a bold, red pencil.
That is the date of the opening round of the Mid-American
Conference (MAC) wrestling tournament at Kent State, and
sometime on that day or the next, depending on the pairings.
Welfle has a second chance to wrestle defending champion
Doug Mosley of Central Michigan.
Welfle. a 190-pound junior, who had his first chance to
compete against Mosley last weekend, lost a 10-3 decision
The soft-spoken Falcon is already planning for the rematch
"MX HAVE to beat him on speed and not strength,
especially on takedowns,'' Welfle said "He's taller than I
thought, and his greatest asset is his arm strength ''
From what he had beard of the CMU grappler's
reputation. Welfle expected Mosley to come right out and
dominate the match, but that's not what happened
"I expected him to be a lot tougher than he was.'' Welfle
said "The second time around. I have to work more on
quicker escapes and a better defense against takedowns It
would have been a close match if he hadn't taken me down
so much
"I'll just have to get him next time, 1 guess.'" he added
The match last weekend went like this:
IN THE first period with 10 seconds left. Mosley muscled

The BG New

Welfle Into a takedown. Welfle landed on his back, and
Mosley was awarded a three-point near fall at the buzzer
Welfle took the up position in the second period, and
Mosley escaped in 30 seconds. Both wrestlers remained
standing for the rest of the period.
Welfle started the third period in the down position, and he
managed a reversal at the out-of-bounds line with 1: It left.
Mosley escaped within 20 seconds, and shot a takedown with
24 seconds remaining Welfle escaped with 10 seconds
remaining, and Mosley was awarded a point riding time
after the match The final score was 10-3.
"I'll take my hat off to Pat.'' BG head coach Bruce
Bellard said later. "He made a good showing against a
tough wrestler, and he has nothing to be ashamed of."
Is Welfle capable of winning the rematch?
"I think Pat can beat him." Bellard said.
DESPITE HIS loss. Welfle still has BG's best record with
a 4-2 mark. Mosley, who has already competed in two
tournaments, boasts a 15-2 mark.
Central won the dual meet. 31-11. and had already clinched
the victory when Welfle wrestled The crowd, though,
reacted strongly throughout the match, and Welfle's second
period reversal brought many fans to their feet.
The top three finishers in each weight class at the MAC
tourney qualify for the NCAA national tournament, and
Welfle said he is eyeing one of those top spots Mosley is his
chief threat, and that is why the rematch is important to
Welfle

Falcon Pat WelfU (right) works to prevent an •soap* by Control Michigan's

SPORTS

Escape

MAC champion, 10-3. (Nowsphoto by Bob Harmoyer)
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Spikers qualify, defeat CMU
By BUI Estep
The Bowling Green indoor
track squad came through
last weekend's endurance
test with a dual meet victory
and a qualifier for the
nationals
The
Falcons
gained
revenge for last year's slim
loss to Central Michigan
(CMUI by capturing seven
events enroute to a 69-62 win
over the Chippewas Friday
The dual meet opener for
both
schools
saw
the
Falcons
dominate
the
running events and show
great improvement in the
field category.
BOWUNG Green's Ron
Taylor was the meet's lone
double winner as he raced
home first in both the 60yard dash {641 and the 440

(51.8).
Sophomore
Brian
Storm took second in the 60
with a 6.5. while Tim LoDico
grabbed third in the 440 in
53.1
Freshman Rick Hulchinson
and
Dan
Dunton
gave the Falcons a clean
sweep in the 1000-yard race
as both finished in a deadheat for first in2:24 4. Bruce
Vermilyea
(159.7)
and
Dave
Tracey
(2:01.8)
garnered the top two spots
in the 880, as did Dave
Godfray (7.3)
and
Reg
Warren (7 4) In the 60-yard
Intermediate hurdlers
Warren came back later
to capture second in the 60
high hurdles with a clocking
of 7.7 while BG distance ace
Tim Zumbaugh won the two
mile in 9:26 6.
Sophomore
Randy
Zimmerman
recorded
a

1:15.7 in the 600-yard dash to
take second, while CMU's
Jim Newlon won the event in
a Finch Fieldhouse record of
1:14.6 The Chippewas Mike
Burns also eclipsed the
track mark in the mile with
a 4:12.9 timing.
Falcon
jumper
Steve
Edwards
took runner-up
honors in the high jump (6-4)
and the long jump (20>.
while senior Carl Brazelton
tied for first in the pole vault
at li-feet
Freshman Les
Linhart. last spring's Ohio
"AAA" high school shot put
runner-up.
made
an
impressive debut to gain
second in his speciality at
46-9 1«
Bowling Green was one of
seven Mid-American Conference (MAC) schools that
took part in the Michigan

Officiating infuriates coach
ByDaaGarfleld
Assistant Sports Editor
Falcon hockey coach Ron
Mason was not upset with
the officiating in last weekend's St Louis series. He
was furious
"One official had never
done a college < NCAA Division I) game before, and he
was incompetent." Mason
Mid. "If St. Louis had been
playing here, and we would
bring in a high school official, they would never play
here again.'' Mason added
In the Sunday contest. BG
was down 3-1 after the first
period But Mason said that
was the best period BG
played in the entire series
However, two power play
goals by the Billikens gave
SLU a two-goal lead.
"IF
THE
OFFICIALS
would have been consistent,
we would have been tied 1-1.
Instead we were down by
two." Mason said After that
period,
our
guys
were
saying, what the hell?' "
In the series. BG was outpower-played, 25-5. and to
top that, injuries again
plagued an all-out attack
"We're hurting." Mason
said plainly. "We're not a
sound club at all. It caught
up with us last weekend. I
don't expect Sarachman to
play (he injured his foot in
the
opening
period
of
Sunday's contest;, or Dooek
either, unless his knee is
belter and John Mavity is

hurt too. We're hanging on
to dear life." he said.
One of the most incredible
events in BG hockey history
occurred during the second
period of last Sunday's contest with Bills Contrary to
what most fans heard on the
radio
broadcast,
coach
Mason said the whole scene
involving BG goalie Mike
I.mi stemmed from "an
incompetent call" by one of
the officials
With 3 39 left in the
second period Sunday, the
Falcons were trailing 4-1
According to Mason, a St
Louis player shot the puck
on goalie Liut. and Liut
made a fantastic save with
his leg pad
MEANWHILE. THE goal
judge switched the red light
on designating a goal scored
While the 7.800 fans at the
St Louis Arena cheered and
screamed. Liut argued with
the one official that called
the shot a goal
Mason
said
yesterday,
rather than checking the
play out with the other official, the referee went back
and asked the goal judge if it
was a goal
"Normally
an
official
checks with the other official first before checking
with the goal judge." Mason
said. "Mike went up to the
official (that called the shot
a goal) and probably told
him it wasn't a damn goal or
something like that, and the
official gave him a 10-

BG ski team results
The men and women BG ski teams competed in a twoday slalom meet at Crystal Mountain, Mich, last weekend
The women's team took third place on Saturday in the
dual slalom and second place on Sunday in the dual giant
slalom. The men's team placed sixth in both the dual and
dual giant slalom events.
Top women finishers in the two-day tournament were
Sally Chase, Sue Berka. Debbie Georgi and Dayle
Deardurff The men's point-getters were Erik Griebling
Rich Lane, Jim Howell and Tom Rader
Grand Rapids Junior College took the men's Utle, and
Western Michigan grabbed the women's championship.

Doug Mosley during a dual moot last weekend. Although Welfle, a 190 pound
junior, has Mosloy in control here, ho dropped tho match to the defending

minute
misconduct
penalty."
Mason said the entire incident was "so ridiculous."
He decided to put defenseman Roger Archer in the
nets, because Sarachman
was still undressed and in
the locker room.
"Al said he could play the
rest of the period, but the
officials said rather than
wait until he gets ready,
they (officialsi decided to
end the second period and
begin the third period with
the extra time," Mason
said
The incident with Liut
supposedly pushing one of
the officials to the ice was
"not so." Mason said
"Mike skated up to the
other
official and
they
bumped, and the official fell
down Mike did not push
him." he said.

Relays
Arbor

Saturday

at

Ann

THE DISTANCE medley
relay squad of Dunton.
Taylor. Tom Preston and
Vermilyea
smoked
the
tartan in 955.1 to break the
meet record and qualify for
the NCAA title run to be held
in Detroit on March 14-15
The former meet mark was
held by the Chicago Track
Club (9:55.71.
The sprint medley relay
quartet
of
Zimmerman.
LoDico.
Taylor
and
Hutchinson
only
could
manage third in the race,
but broke the school record
enroute Their clocking of
3:311 shattered the BG
indoor mark of 3:32.2 set in
1966
While
the
relay
accomplishments came in the
invitational
category
of
competition, the Falcons'
other
fine performances
came in the open or seated
division.
Brazelton made a clean
sweep of the weekend by
capturing the seated pole
vault at 14-6. Sophomore
Paul
Emery
garnered
second in the mile with a
personal best time of 4:22.4.
while senior Ron Sauer took
sixth in the two mile in
9:238
Warren grabbed fifth in
the 70-yard high hurdles in
9.0 and the seated distance
medley relay team of Brian
Hoch. Al Niebes. Tracey and
Gary Little took second in
10:331.
MATH-SCIENCE QRADS
Volunteers with your backgrounds *re
needed lor VISTA and Peace Corps
assignments Sajn up no* tor inter
views
Placement Othct
360 Studtnt Sarvkas
January 28-30

SEX
has nothing to do
with this advertisement.

Balfour
Ring Day
Thurs., Jan. 30th

PEACE CORPS-VISTA
You can play an important role in improving the living conditions
lor low income people in the US and 69 developing nalions thru
VISTA or (he Peace Corps
Volunleer assignments beginning April. May. June are now being
filled
Seniors and giad students should see recruiters on campus

1432 E. Wooster

WEDNESDAY IS

$ DOLLAR DAY $
DOUBLE-R-BAR
BURGER PLATTER
■' pound freshly ground pure beef.

PLACEMENT OFFICE
360 Student Services Bldg

January 28-30
Also in University Hall

a slice of mellow cheese along with ham
on toasted sesame seed bun,
trench fries and cole slaw

$1.00
REG. '1.54
SAVE 54'

J.D. MADAR
THE GENTLEMEN'S CLOTHIERl

WILL BE CLOSED
ALL DAY TODAY

TO MARK DOWN

300 EAST
WOOSTER ST.
GOOD ONLY
JAN 29
ALL DAY

JCPenney
Take 20% off
our juniors'
denim jeans.

PRICES
ON MANY ITEMS IN
OUR STORE FOR OUR

GREAT
'250,000
STOREWIDE

STOCK REDUCTION

SALE

SPECIAL DEALS AT

THE DEN

HEY
PODNERS!

DOORS RE-OPEN - SELLING BEGINS
THURSDAY MORING AT 9:30 A.M.

Sale 8.80

Rag. $11. Get great savings on these highwatsted jeans. Polyester/cotton denim with two
bulton tab. flare legs. Indigo denim. 3 to 15.
beige or medium blue. 5 to 15.

Sale 7.20

Hog. $9. Save on these low-rise jeans of
polyester/cotton denim with wide llaie legs,
belt loops. Navy, white or hunter green. 3 to 15.

OPEN MON. & FRI. TIL 9 P.M.
PENNrS CATALOG CENTER 352-1611

